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Abstract: The faults of actuators and sensors can lead to abnormal operations or even system faults
in multi-agent systems (MASs). To address this issue, this paper proposes an adaptive fault-tolerant
control (FTC) algorithm for leaderless/leader–follower MASs against actuator and sensor faults. First,
extended states integrating the fault components are constructed and the MAS is transformed into a
descriptor system form. Then, a sliding-mode observer is designed for the transformed MAS. Based
on the estimated MAS states and faults, adaptive FTC algorithms are developed, which update the
control gains with the distributed tracking error. Finally, numerical simulations demonstrate that the
proposed method can guarantee MAS stability against actuator and sensor faults.
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1. Introduction

Multi-agent systems (MASs) have many virtues in comparison with the conventional
control systems such as greater robustness, flexibility, and adaptability, which empower the
MAS with the capability to deal with more complex task scenarios [1,2]. As a result of these
advantages, MAS has been widely applied in fields such as drones formation, multi-robots
coordination, and supply chain management [3–12]. The outstanding advantages of MASs
and their extensive engineering applications make them an important direction for modern
control and robotics technology development, which will have profound impacts on various
fields in the future. However, the scalability and complexity of MAS make it difficult for
conventional centralized control methods to meet the requirements. The theoretical value
and application prospects make MASs attract a lot of research attention.

Currently, the main research directions for control methods in MASs include dis-
tributed control theory, flocking algorithms, adaptive control, and intelligent control,
etc. [13–15]. Among them, the research results of distributed control are the richest. Ac-
cording to the structure of MASs, distributed control can be divided into two categories:
leaderless and leader–follower. The control objective of leaderless MAS is to achieve con-
sensus of MAS [16], whereas the control objective of leader–follower MAS is to track the
leader’s state [17]. According to whether the communications are unidirectional or bidi-
rectional, MASs can also be divided into two categories: directed graphs and undirected
graphs, which makes the leader–follower become a special case in directed graphs [18].
In [19], adaptive discontinuous control protocols are studied to achieve fixed-time con-
sensus of nonlinear MASs in leader-following and leaderless cases. A consensus-based
formation control strategy of discrete MASs is investigated in [20], where bounded uncer-
tain time-delays and directed switching topologies are considered. A consensus control
scheme with time-varying coupling weights is investigated for linear MASs subjected to het-
erogeneous Brownian disturbances and directed topologies in [21], where the distributed
controller is designed by utilizing Riccati inequalities and the coupling weights are updated
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according to consensus error. Overall, as a popular research direction, distributed control
has attracted much research efforts from many researchers, and the existing research results
are abundant. However, many research results only focus on the design of control methods
and consider relatively ideal scenarios: assuming that the precise system state is known and
no faults occurred in the system, making the methods studied more theoretically valuable
but weakening their engineering feasibility.

In practical applications, MASs contain a large number of agents distributed in space,
and each agent has to face different environmental challenges, this places the MASs at risk
of sensor and actuator faults. The component faults will cause the controller to be unable
to accurately perceive the measurement of the system state or correctly execute control
instructions, resulting in a degradation in the control performance of the MAS [22–27].
The fault of a single agent can affect the normal operation of neighboring agents through
distributed control protocols, causing individual faults to escalate into a wider range of
faults that threaten the stability of the MAS. However, due to the large scale and wide
distribution of MASs, maintenance difficulties and long repair cycles of their sensors and
actuators undermine the availability of the system. To facilitate real-world implementation,
distributed control requires more comprehensive problem formulations and solutions
embedding fault diagnosis and FTC modules. Specifically, in fault-afflicted scenarios where
part of the system information is unavailable or unreliable, distributed reasoning and
estimation methods should collaborate to recover the missing information causing by
insufficient measurement or sensor faults. Robust and adaptive control paradigms should
be investigated to handle uncertainties and maintain system stability when faults occur.
On the whole, fault diagnosis (FD) and fault-tolerant control (FTC) of these two types of
faults are urgent issues to address in the design of MASs.

At present, there are numerous research achievements on FD and FTC methods for
MASs. In [28], a consensus tracking control scheme is designed to handle abrupt and
incipient faults for MAS under fixed and switching topologies. An adaptive FTC is investi-
gated for MAS where the parameter is updated online based on the local state information
in [29]. In [30], an FTC algorithm for time-varying formation control is presented for MAS
to ensure stability against the impact of actuator faults, specifically efficiency loss, and bias.
A distributed adaptive fault-tolerant containment controller is designed to address actuator
bias faults in MASs featuring multiple leaders by introducing observer-based techniques
in [31]. In [32], a decentralized output sliding-mode FTC scheme with adaptive laws is
proposed for heterogeneous MASs subjected to matched/unmatched disturbances and
actuator faults. A resilient distributed observer-based FTC scheme is studied for MASs
subjected to actuator faults and denial-of-service attacks in [33]. However, the studies
mentioned above have primarily examined actuator faults and neglected the possibility of
sensor faults. Diagnosing and handling sensor faults typically involves techniques such
as filtering, estimating, or fault detection and isolation, which aim to mitigate the impact
of inaccurate sensor readings on the control system’s output. A method of diagnosing
distributed sensor faults with L2 − L∞ performance is explored in [34]. An algorithm for
fault-tolerant output regulation is proposed for leader–follower MASs in the presence of
sensor faults in [35], which guarantees convergence of all output tracking errors. Further-
more, a distributed FTC algorithm based on sliding mode and radial basis function neural
networks is studied in [36].

Compared with actuator faults, the design of FD and FTC methods for sensor faults
faces greater challenges, because sensor faults destroy the observation of the system state,
making it impossible to accurately obtain state feedback [37,38]. This makes the design of
observers and controllers extremely tricky. Effectively addressing sensor fault problems is
key to improving system stability, safety, and reliability. Some scholars believe that sensor
faults are not very valuable for research, because with the progress of production and
technology, the accuracy and reliability of sensors have been greatly improved, and the
miniaturization of sensors also makes hardware redundancy of sensors feasible. However,
for MASs, the scale effect makes sensor redundancy an expensive solution. Moreover,
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the design of MASs often involves miniaturized agents, and hardware redundancy can
cause an increase in agent volume, thus making the MAS cumbersome. To put it another
way, even for conventional single-machine systems, sensor redundancy can increase power
consumption and require the design of filtering algorithms for data fusion. Additionally,
for many systems, sensor redundancy can encroach upon the system’s payload capacity,
making it a limited means of preventing sensor faults, such as in the case of miniaturized
unmanned aerial vehicles and spacecraft. Therefore, the importance of designing FD and
FTC methods for sensor faults is just as important as doing so for actuator faults.

Indeed, distributed control is a frontier hot research topic, which has attracted broad at-
tention and extensive research from the control community. The literature contains profuse
theoretical results on distributed consensus protocols and cooperative control strategies that
address system observability and controllability under ideal assumptions. Nevertheless,
many results overlook system uncertainties and faults that are commonly encountered
in real applications, compromising practical applicability. While rich theoretical results
have been obtained, distributed control still awaits substantial development to enhance
its implementation capability in practical systems. A promising direction is to integrate
distributed control with fault diagnosis, fault tolerance, and adaptation. This can lead to a
holistic solution that addresses challenges from both theoretical and practical perspectives,
making distributed control fully ready for real-world deployment in critical infrastructures
and applications.

Addressing the issues of actuator and sensor faults in leaderless/leader–follower
MASs, this paper proposes a distributed adaptive FTC method based on sliding mode
observers. The main contributions are:

1. The descriptor system approach is introduced to handle actuator and sensor faults in
MASs. By extending the system state, the system transformation turns the component
faults into the uncertainty of the transformed system, and the system is transformed
into a descriptor system form so that fault diagnosis and state estimation can be
achieved simultaneously.

2. A sliding mode observer is designed for the transformed descriptor dynamics to take
advantage of the insensitivity of unknown input observers to uncertainty. By utilizing
the sliding mode technique, the uncertainty of the transformed system is suppressed
such that the estimation errors converge and the extended states are estimated.

3. Based on the obtained estimation of system state and faults, a distributed adaptive
fault-tolerant control protocol is designed. The control gains are updated based on
the distributed tracking error so that the MAS can maintain stability in the presence
of actuator and sensor faults.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the theoretical pre-
liminaries and problem formulation. Section 3 is divided into three parts, where Part 1
conducts a descriptor system transformation and designs an observer based on sliding
mode, while Parts 2 and 3, respectively, focus on the design of FTC methods for leader-
less and leader–follower MASs. Section 4 presents numerical simulations, and Section 5
concludes the paper.

Notations: For the sake of brevity in subsequent expressions, certain symbol defini-
tions are introduced herein. Let 1l = [1, 1, . . . , 1]> ∈ Rl , 0l1×l2 be a l1-by-l2 zero matrix,
and IlRl×l be an identity matrix. For a vector v, denote ‖v‖ =

√
v>v as the norm function,

and sign(v) = v
‖v‖ as the signum function, especially sign(0) = 0. For a matrix M, M+ and

M> are the pseudo inverse and transpose, respectively, and M−> = (M−1)>. The Kro-
necker product is represented by ⊗. diag(∗) and blkdiag(∗) are the diagonal and block
diagonal functions, respectively.
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2. Preliminaries and Problem Formulation
2.1. Preliminaries
Graph Theory

The communication connections of MAS are described with an undirected graph
G = (υ, ε,A), where υ = {υ1, . . . , υN} is the agents set, ε ⊆ υ × υ is the connections
set where εij ∈ ε represents the connection from agent i to agent j, and A =

[
aij
]
∈

RN×N is the adjacency matrix. For A, aij > 0 if εij ∈ ε, aij = 0 if εij /∈ ε or i = j.
Let D = diag(d1, d2, . . . , dN) in which di = ∑N

i=1 aij, then the Laplacian matrix can be
calculated by L = D−A. Similarly, the connections from agents to leader are denoted with
B = diag(b1, . . . , bN), where bi = 1 if agent i can access the leader’s information, otherwise
bi = 0.

2.2. Problem Formulation

Consider the MAS consists of N agents with linear dynamics. The dynamics of the
i-th agent are formulated as follows. The dynamics of the i-th agent (i = 1, . . . , N) is
formulated as {

ẋi = Axi + Bui + Fa fai
yi = Cxi + Fs fsi

, (1)

where xi ∈ Rnx , yi ∈ Rny , ui ∈ Rnu , fai ∈ Rna , and fsi ∈ Rns are the system states,
measurement output, control input, actuator fault, and sensor fault, respectively. A ∈
Rnx×nx , B ∈ Rnx×nu , C ∈ Rny×nx , Fa ∈ Rnx×na , and Fs ∈ Rny×ns are the system matrices.

The subsequent theoretical derivation is conducted on the basis of the following
assumptions:

Assumption 1. The graph that describes the communications among the MAS is connected.

Assumption 2. The actuators fault fai and sensor fault fsi are bounded and satisfy the conditions
for all i = 1, . . . , N: ‖ fai‖ ≤ ra, ‖ ḟai‖ ≤ rad, and ‖ fsi‖ ≤ rs, where ra, rad, and rs are known
positive constants.

Assumption 3. The dimensionality of faults in actuators and sensors satisfies the condition of
na + ns ≤ ny. Furthermore, the parameter matrices Fa and Fs are column full-rank matrices.

Assumption 4. The matrix rank of B and Fa satisfies the condition of rank([B, Fa]) = rank(B).

Remark 1. The effectiveness of fault diagnosis depends on reliable system measurement. If the
faults fully compromise measurement credibility, FD becomes impossible. Assumption 3 constrains
the sensor fault dimensionality such that measurements retain partial observability and faults
remain inferable.

Remark 2. From the perspective of mathematics, Assumption 4 implies that the column space of
matrix Fa is a subspace of the column space of matrix B. From an engineering perspective, actuator
faults only occur on actuator components. Therefore, the number of actuators determines the number
of actuator faults, and the deployment of actuators determines how the actuator faults affect system
dynamics. A common way to deal with it is to set Fa = B, but we consider the case where Fa 6= B to
conserve the generality of the model. Assumption 4 implies that the number of actuator faults is
always less than or equal to the number of actuator outputs, and any deviation caused by actuator
faults can be compensated for.

Remark 3. Actuator faults can typically be modeled in additive form and multiplicative form,
i.e., u∗i = (1− ρi)ui + vi, where u∗i is the faulty actuator output, ρi symbolizes the coefficient of
efficiency degradation, and vi is the bias fault. This equation can be converted into additive form
u∗i = ui + (vi − ρiui). Furthermore, by denoting v∗i , (vi − ρiui) and combining with the cases
in which Fa 6= B, the form of Equation (1) can be obtained.
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This paper aims to develop FTC for MAS (1) ensuring stability despite actuator and
sensor faults. For leaderless MASs, the control objective is consensus, i.e., limt→∞ xi −
1
N ∑N

j=1 xj = 0. For leader–follower MASs, the objective is tracking the leader’s state x0,
i.e., limt→∞ xi − x0 = 0.

3. Main Results

Constructing an extended state x̄i ,
[
x>i , f>ai , f>si

]>
, the original system dynamics (1)

can be transformed in the following descriptor form.{
Ē ˙̄xi =Āx̄i + B̄ui + F̄ f̄i

yi =C̄x̄i
, (2)

where f̄i ,
[
( ḟai + fai)

>, f>si
]>

is the augmented uncertainty, Ē , blkdiag(Inx+na , 0ns×ns),

C̄ ,
[
C, 0ny×na , Fs

]
, and other matrices are given as

Ā ,

A Fa
−Ina

−Ins

, B̄ ,

 B
0na×nu

0ns×nu

, F̄ ,

0nx×na

Ina 0na×ns

Ins

.

Note that in the descriptor system (2), the sensor faults fsi are incorporated into
the augmented state x̄i, leading to the output yi being solely dependent on x̄i. Hence,
designing an observer for the descriptor system (2) is concerned only with attenuating the
effects of the uncertainty term f̄i. Moreover, adopting the descriptor approach incorporates
actuator fault fai and fsi into the extended state x̄i. Any stable observer for (2) can then
simultaneously estimate xi, fai and fsi.

3.1. Sliding Mode Observer

Note that Ē is singular as (2) is descriptor, with unknown input f̄i. Therefore, unknown
input observer (UIO) is a suitable approach since it is insensitive to unknown input signals.

A sliding mode-based UIO is designed for the i-th agent (i = 1, . . . , N) by defining an
intermediate variable ẑi:{

S̄ ˙̂zi = (Ā− LpC̄)ẑi + B̄ui + Lsvsi + K̄yi

ˆ̄xi = ẑi + S̄−1LDyi
, (3)

where n̄ , nx + na + ns, vsi is the sliding mode term, S̄ ∈ Rn̄×n̄ is a non-singular matrix,
Lp ∈ Rn̄×ny , K̄ ∈ Rn̄×ny and LD ∈ Rn̄×ny are gain matrices designed later.

Lemma 1. There exists a matrix LD such that: (a) S̄ , Ē + LDC̄ is non-singular; (b) C̄S̄−1LD =
Ins ; (c) ĀS̄−1LD = −N̄.

Proof. By recalling rank(Fs) = ns from Assumption 3, it follows that

rank
[

Ē
C̄

]
= rank

Inx

Ina

C 0ny×na Fs

 = n̄. (4)

Let LD be defined by

LD ,

[
0(nx+na)×ny

γM

]
, (5)

where γ > 0, and M , (F>s Fs)−1F>s .
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Based on the fact that rank(Fs) = ns < ny, one has MFs = Ins . Subsequently, S̄ and
S̄−1 can be obtained as follows

S̄ = Ē + LDC̄ =

 Inx

Ina

γMC̄ 0ns×na γIns

, S̄−1 =

 Inx

Ina

−MC̄ 0ns×na
1
γ Ins

. (6)

Furthermore, it can be derived that

C̄S̄−1LD = Ins , ĀS̄−1LD = −

0nx×ny

0na×ny

M

. (7)

Let N ,
[
0>nx×ny , 0>na×ny , M>

]>
. The proof ends.

Adding LDC̄ ˙̄xi to both sides of (2) derives

S̄ ˙̄xi = Ē ˙̄xi + LDC̄ ˙̄xi = Āx̄i + B̄ui + F̄ f̄i + LDC̄ ˙̄xi. (8)

It follows from (3) that

S̄ ˙̄̂xi =S̄
[

˙̂zi + S̄−1LD ẏi

]
=(Ā− LpC̄)ẑi + B̄ui + Lsvsi + K̄yi + LDyi

=(Ā− LpC̄) ˆ̄xi − (Ā− LpC̄)S̄−1LDyi + B̄ui + K̄yi + Lsvsi + LDC̄ ˙̄xi.

(9)

Define the estimation error as ˜̄xi , ˆ̄xi − x̄i. Let K̄ be determined by K̄ , (Ā −
LpC̄)S̄−1LD + Lp. Subtracting (8) from (9) and multiplying both sides by S̄−1, the following
results can be obtained.

˙̄̃xi = S̄−1[(Ā− LpC̄) ˜̄xi − F̄ f̄i + Lsvsi
]
. (10)

Let the matrix Ls be determined by Ls , F̄, and a switching surface si be design as
si , HC̄ ˜̄xi, where H ∈ R(na+ns)×ny is a matrix determined such that (P2S̄−1 F̄)> = HC̄
holds.

The sliding mode-based feedback term vsi is designed as

vsi = −(ra + rad + rs + ε)sign(si) (11)

where ε is a positive constant.

Lemma 2. There exists a matrix Lp such that the following LMI holds:

PS̄−1(Ā− LpC̄) + (Ā− LpC̄)>S̄−>P � −Q, (12)

where $ > 0, and P ∈ Rn̄×n̄ and Q ∈ Rn̄×n̄ are symmetric positive definite matrices.

Proof. There must be a positive definite matrix R ∈ Rn̄×n̄ such that the following inequality
holds for matrix S̄−1 Ā:

Re
[
λi(−R− S̄−1 Ā)

]
< 0, (i = 1, . . . , n̄) (13)

Therefore, there exists a positive definite matrix P such that

−(R + S̄−1 Ā)>P− P(R + S̄−1 Ā) = −C̄>C̄. (14)
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Let Lp be determined by Lp , P−1S̄C̄, the following result can be obtained.[
R + S̄−1(Ā− LpC̄)

]>
P + P

[
R + S̄−1(Ā− LpC̄)

]
= −C̄>C̄. (15)

Furthermore, it can be derived that[
S̄−1(Ā− LpC̄)

]>
P + PS̄−1(Ā− LpC̄) = −RP− PR− C̄>C̄ � −2P1R (16)

Let R = 1
2 P−1

1 Q + $In̄, where $ > 0, then the inequality (12) can be obtained.

Remark 4. According to the observer error dynamics Equation (9), since S̄−1 has been determined
by Lemma 1, the matrix Lp becomes the only parameter that can be used to configure the poles of
dynamics (9). Although Lemma 2 provides the evidence that Lp exists, the structure of the UIO (3)
introduces S̄−1, which makes it difficult to choose a suitable Lp. In practice, a suitable R can be
selected according to (13), and then the matrix P can be solved from (14) by vec(P) = (In̄ ⊗
(R + S̄−1 Ā)> + (R + S̄−1 Ā)⊗ In̄)vec(C̄>C̄), where vec(M) represents the vector expression of
a matrix M (See p. 30 in [39]).

Before designing the FTC protocol, disassembling Equation (9) is required. First,
taking K̄ into (9) yields

˙̄̂xi =S̄−1
[
(Ā− LpC̄) ˆ̄xi − (Ā− LpC̄)S̄−1LDyi + B̄ui + K̄yi + Lsvsi + LDC̄ ˙̄xi

]
=S̄−1[(Ā− LpC̄) ˆ̄xi + Lpyi + B̄ui + Lsvsi + LDC̄ ˙̄xi

]
.

(17)

Let Lp ,
[

L>p1, L>p2, L>p3

]
, where Lp1 ∈ Rnx×ny , Lp1 ∈ Rnna×ny , and Lp3 ∈ Rnns×ny .

Substituding S̄, Lp and LD into (17), one can extract the differential equation of x̂i as

˙̂xi =(A− Lp1C)x̂i + Fa f̂ai − Lp1Fs f̂si + Lp1Cxi + Lp1Fs fsi + Bui

=Ax̂i + Fa f̂ai − Lp1C̄ ˜̄xi + Bui.
(18)

For the sake of convenience, the FTC protocols discussed below are designed and
discussed based on (18). It can be observed from (18) that Fa f̂ai and Lp1C̄ ˜̄xi belong to
disturbances. Therefore, we needs to cancel out these two terms in the design of FTC
protocols if possible. Hereinafter, we will discuss the leaderless and leader–followers
cases separately.

3.2. Leaderless FTC

Based on the estimation, an FTC protocol against actuator and sensor faults for leader-
less MAS is proposed as

ui =− G
N

∑
j=1

aijcij(x̂i − x̂j)− B+Fa f̂ai

ċij =aijkij(x̂i − x̂j)
>Γ(x̂i − x̂j), (i, j = 1, . . . , N),

(19)

where K = B>P2, B+ = B>(BB>)−1, Γ , P2BB>P2, and P2 ∈ Rnx×nx is a positive definite
matrix. Moreover, cij(0) = cji(0) and kij = kij are selected for all i and j.

The average estimated state is denoted by x̂∗ , 1
N ∑N

i=1 x̂i. Let ei , x̂i − x̂∗ be the
consensus error, the following equations can be obtained

N

∑
j=1

aijcij(x̂i − x̂j) =
N

∑
j=1

aijcij(x̂i − x̂∗ + x̂∗ − x̂j) =
N

∑
j=1

aijcij(êi − êj). (20)
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It can be obtained from (19) and cij(0) = cji(0) that cij = cji holds for t ≥ 0,
and ∑N

j=1 ∑N
j=1 aijcij(x̂i − x̂j) = 0. Furthermore, Assumption 4 gives BB+Fa = Fa. Hence,

the consensus error dynamics can be derived as

ėi =Aei − Lp1C̄( ˜̄xi −
1
N

N

∑
j=1

x̄j)− BG
N

∑
j=1

aijcij(êi − êj). (21)

Imcorporating (10) and (21) yields the close-loop dynamics of the MAS
˙̄̃xi =S̄−1[(Ā− LpC̄) ˜̄xi − F̄ f̄i + Lsvsi

]
ėi =Aei − Lp1C̄( ˜̄xi −

1
N

N

∑
j=1

x̄j)− BG
N

∑
j=1

aijcij(ei − ej), (i, j = 1, . . . , N).
(22)

Theorem 1. The closed-loop dynamics (22) is stable and the consensus is achieved if there exist
positive definite matrix P1 and P2 such that

P1S̄−1(Ā− LpC̄) + (Ā− LpC̄)>S̄−>P1 +
1
κ

C̄>L>p1Lp1C̄ ≺ 0, (23a)

P2 A + A>P2 − 2αλi(L)P2BB>P2 + κP2P2 ≺ 0, (23b)

hold for all i = 1, . . . , N.

Proof. The stability analysis is conducted by estabilishing the following Lyapunov function

V = V1 + V2 + V3, V1 =
N

∑
i=1

˜̄x>i P1 ˜̄xi, V2 =
N

∑
i=1

e>i P2ei, V3 =
N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

(cij − α)2

2kij
. (24)

Taking the time derivative to V1 renders

V̇1 =
N

∑
i=1

( ˜̄x>i P1
˙̄̃xi + ˙̄̃x>i P1 ˜̄xi)

=
N

∑
i=1

˜̄x>i
[

P1S̄−1(Ā− LpC̄) + (Ā− LpC̄)>S̄−>P
]

˜̄xi

−
N

∑
i=1

2 ˜̄x>i P1S̄−1 F̄ f̄i +
N

∑
i=1

2 ˜̄x>i P1S̄−1Lsvsi.

(25)

It follows from Assumption 2 that

−
N

∑
i=1

˜̄x>i PS̄−1 F̄ f̄i ≤
N

∑
i=1
‖ f̄i‖‖ ˜̄x>i PS̄−1 F̄‖ ≤

N

∑
i=1

(ra + rad + rs)‖si‖. (26)

By recalling (P2S̄−1 F̄)> = HC̄, it can be inferred that

N

∑
i=1

˜̄x>i PS̄−1Lsvsi =−
N

∑
i=1

(ra + rad + rs + ε) ˜̄x>i PS̄−1 F̄sign(HC̄ ˜̄xi)

=−
N

∑
i=1

(ra + rad + rs + ε)‖si‖.
(27)

Therefore, incorporating (26) and (27) gives

−
N

∑
i=1

˜̄x>i PS̄−1 F̄ f̄i +
N

∑
i=1

˜̄x>i PS̄−1Lsvsi ≤ −
N

∑
i=1

ε‖si‖. (28)
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The time derivative of V2 has

V̇2 =
N

∑
i=1

e>i (P2 A + A>P2)ei − 2
N

∑
i=1

e>i P2Lp1C̄( ˜̄xi −
1
N

N

∑
j=1

˜̄xj)− 2
N

∑
i=1

e>i P2BG
N

∑
j=1

aijcij(ei − ej) (29)

DenoteM , IN − 1
N 1>n 1n, e ,

[
e>1 , . . . , e>N

]>
, and ˜̄x ,

[
˜̄x>1 , . . . , ˜̄x>N

]>
. By applying

Young’s inequality, it can be deduced that

− 2
N

∑
i=1

e>i P2Lp1C̄( ˜̄xi −
1
N

N

∑
j=1

˜̄xj)

=2e>M⊗ P2Lp1C̄ ˜̄x

≤κe>MM> ⊗ P2P2e +
1
κ

˜̄x> IN ⊗ C̄>L>p1Lp1C̄ ˜̄x

=κe>MM⊗ P2P2e +
1
κ

N

∑
i=1

˜̄x>i C̄>L>p1Lp1C̄ ˜̄xi

(30)

It worth noting thatM is idempotent matrix, which indicatesMM =M. Further,
one can derive that ∑N

i=1 ei = ∑N
i=1(x̂i − 1

N ∑N
j=1 x̂j) = 0 and

e>MM⊗ P2P2e = e>M⊗ P2P2e =
N

∑
i=1

e>i P2P2(ei −
1
N

N

∑
j=1

ej) =
N

∑
i=1

e>i P2P2ei. (31)

The time derivative of V3 renders

V̇3 =
N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1,j 6=i

aij(cij − α)(ei − ej)
>Γ(ei − ej)

=2
N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

aij(cij − α)e>i Γ(ei − ej).

(32)

Because G is connected, there exists a unitary matrix U =
[

1N×1√
N

, Y
]

such that U>LU =

Λ = diag(λ1, . . . , λN). Let ξ ,
[
ξ>1 , . . . , ξ>N

]>
= U ⊗ Inx e. Notice thatM1N×1 = 0, hence

ξ1 =
1N×1√

N
⊗ P2e =

M1N×1√
N
⊗ P2 x̂ = 0. (33)

Moreover, one has

N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

aije>i Γ(ei − ej) = e>L⊗ Γe = ξ>Λ⊗ Γξ =
N

∑
i=2

λi(L)ξ>i Γξi (34)

By imcorporating (25)-(34), one can derived that

V̇ ≤
N

∑
i=1

˜̄x>i

[
P1S̄−1(Ā− LpC̄) + (Ā− LpC̄)>S̄−>P +

1
κ

C̄>L>p1Lp1C̄
]

˜̄xi

+
N

∑
i=2

ξ>i (P2 A + A>P2 − 2αλi(L)P2BB>P2 + κP2P2)ξi −
N

∑
i=1

ε‖si‖
(35)

Therefore, one can derive V̇ < 0, which indicates that ˜̄xi and ei, (i = 1, . . . , N) will
reach convergence eventually, and further implies that xi − 1

N ∑N
j=1 xj is stable. Hence the

proof is complete.
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3.3. Leader-Follower FTC

Consider a MAS consisting of N follower agents and one virtual leader. It is as-
sumed that the communication topology among the followers is undirected and connected,
and there is at least one follower has access to the leader’s information. The dynamics of
the N followers are given by (1), and the dynamics of the virtual leader agent are described
as follows.

ẋ0 = Ax0. (36)

The following adaptive FTC protocol based on estimation is proposed.

ui =− K∗
[

N

∑
j=1

aijcij(x̂i − x̂j) + bici(x̂i − x0)

]
− B+Fa f̂ai

ċij =aijkij(x̂i − x̂j)
>Γ(x̂i − x̂j)

ċi =biki(x̂i − x0)
>Γ(x̂i − x0).

(37)

where K∗ = B>P3, ki > 0, kij > 0, Γ , P3BB>P3, and P3 ∈ Rnx×nx is a positive definite
matrix. In addition, cij(0) = cji(0) for all i and j.

Denote the tracking error by ςi , x̂i − x0. Since cij = cji, it follows that ∑N
j=1 aijcij(x̂i −

x̂j) = ∑N
j=1 aijcij(ςi − ς j) and

ς̇i =Aςi − Lp1C̄ ˜̄xi − BR

[
N

∑
j=1

aijcij(ςi − ς j) + biciςi

]
. (38)

By combining (10) and (38), the overall close-loop dynamics is obtained
S̄ ˙̄̃xi =(Ā− LpC̄) ˜̄xi − F̄ f̄i + Fvsi

ς̇i =Aςi − Lp1C̄ ˜̄xi − BR

[
N

∑
j=1

aijcij(ςi − ς j) + biciςi

]
.

(39)

Theorem 2. The closed-loop dynamics (39) is stable and the tracking reaches convergence if there
exist positive definite matrix P1 and P3 such that

P1S̄−1(Ā− LpC̄) + (Ā− LpC̄)>S̄−>P1 +
1
κ

C̄>L>p1Lp1C̄ ≺ 0 (40a)

P3 A + A>P3 − 2βλi(H)P3BB>P3 + κP3P3 ≺ 0 (40b)

hold for all i = 1, . . . , N.

Proof. Consider the following Lyapunov function

V = V1 + V2 + V3 + V4

V1 =
N

∑
i=1

˜̄x>i P1 ˜̄xi, V2 =
N

∑
i=1

ς>i P3ςi, V3 =
N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1,j 6=i

(cij − β)2

2kij
, V4 =

N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

(ci − β)2

2kij
.

(41)

Taking the time derivative to V2 gives

V̇2 =
N

∑
i=1

ς>i (P3 A + A>P3)ςi − 2
N

∑
i=1

ς>i P3Lp1C̄ ˜̄xi

− 2
N

∑
i=1

ς>i P3BG
N

∑
j=1

aijcij(ςi − ς j)− 2
N

∑
i=1

ς>i P3BG
N

∑
j=1

diciςi.

(42)
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By applying Young’s inequality, one can derive

−2
N

∑
i=1

ς>i P3Lp1C̄ ˜̄xi ≤
N

∑
i=1

κς>i P3P3ςi +
N

∑
i=1

1
κ

˜̄x>i C̄>L>p1Lp1C̄ ˜̄xi. (43)

Similar to the leaderless case, the time derivative of V3 and V4 gives

V̇3 =
N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1,j 6=i

aij(cij − β)(ςi − ς j)
>Γ(ςi − ς j)

=2
N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

aij(cij − β)ς>i Γ(ςi − ς j),

(44)

and

V̇4 =
N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

bi(ci − β)ς>i Γςi = 2
N

∑
i=1

bi(ci − β)ς>i Γςi. (45)

There exists a unitary matrix U such that Ω = U>HU = diag(λ1(H), . . . , λN(H)) for

H = L+ B. Let ς ,
[
ς>1 , . . . , ς>N

]>
, and ζ ,

[
ζ>1 , . . . , ζ>N

]>
= U ⊗ Inx ς. Hence, one can

derive that
ς>
[

IN ⊗ (P3 A + A>P3 + κP3P3)− 2βH⊗ P3BB>P3

]
ς

=ζ>
[

IN ⊗ (P3 A + A>P3 + κP3P3)− 2βΩ⊗ P3BB>P3

]
ζ

=
N

∑
i=1

ζ>i

[
P3 A + A>P3 + κP3P3 − 2βλi(H)P3BB>P2

]
ζi

(46)

Imcorporating (41)–(46) and (25) yields

V̇ =V̇1 + V̇2 + V̇3 + V̇4

≤
N

∑
i=1

˜̄x>i

[
P1S̄−1(Ā− LpC̄) + (Ā− LpC̄)>S̄−>P +

1
κ

C̄>L>p1Lp1C̄
]

˜̄xi

+
N

∑
i=1

ζ>i

[
P3 A + A>P3 + κP3P3 − 2βλi(H)P3BB>P2

]
ζi −

N

∑
i=1

ε‖si‖.

(47)

In the light of Theorem 2, one has V̇ < 0, which means that ˜̄xi and ςi, (i = 1, . . . , N) is
stable, and further implies that xi − x0 is stable. This ends the proof.

Remark 5. It should be noted that since C̄ is not column full rank matrix. This means C̄+C̄ 6= Iny ,
and H cannot be calculated with H = (PS̄−1 F̄)>C̄+. However, we can use the Schur complement
to obtain an approximate solution. The H matrix subject to the condition (PS̄−1 F̄)> = HC̄, which
is equivalent to

Trace
[
(F̄>S̄−>P− HC̄)>(F̄>S̄−>P− HC̄)

]
= 0. (48)

The above equation can be approximated by

(F̄>S̄−>P− HC̄)>(F̄>S̄−>P− HC̄) ≺ εI, (49)

where ε > 0 is small constant.
Furthermore, by applying Schur complement, the above LMI can be transformed into[

−εIn̄ (F̄>S̄−>P− HC̄)>

∗ −Ip+q

]
≺ 0, (50)

of which the solution is much easier to find.
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Proposition 1. Replacing the existing undirected graph with a connected directed graph will
not affect the results in the subsequent discussion of Lyapunov functions, and the convergence is
still guaranteed. It is worth noting that L + L> can be deemed as the Laplacian matrix of a new
undirected graph. Based on the fact that the feedback gain matrices are determined by K = B>P2
and K∗ = B>P3 in the FTC scheme, one can derive from the Lyapunov function analysis that the
same conclusions can be drawn if the graph is directed and connected.

Remark 6. The convergence of observation error ˜̄xi implies the estimations of the system state,
actuator fault, and sensor fault are simultaneously achieved, which can be calculated by x̂i =[

Inx , 0nx×(na+ns)

]
ˆ̄xi, f̂ai = [0na×nx , Ina , 0na×ns ] ˆ̄xi and f̂si = [0ns×nx , 0ns×na , Ins ] ˆ̄xi, respectively.

Remark 7. Although the FTC protocols (19) and (37) are designed based on the dynamics of x̂i,
they serve as actual control laws for the MASs. This is because when ˜̄xi = 0, x̂i = x∗ implies
that xi = x∗. The choice to use the dynamics of x̂i in the formulas is purely for the convenience of
mathematical derivation.

Remark 8. The FTC scheme consists of a local observer and a distributed controller for leaderless/
leader–follower case, where the distributed FTC protocols (19) and (37) utilize estimations gathered
from the observer (3). The magnitude of the consensus error depends on two factors: the estimation
error of the observer and the consensus error of the distributed controller. From the analysis result of
Theorems 1 and 2, one can see that both errors are temporary and will eventually converge to zero.
Nevertheless, it is worth pointing out that the convergence speed of the distributed controller will
decrease as the number of agents increases, whereas the tracking speed of the local observer is only
related to the system’s and observer’s parameters. Hence, the parameter selections of the observer
can be decoupled from the FTC protocols where one can obtain a satisfying FTC performance by
choosing a suitable Lp such that the poles of (10) are as far away from the right half plane as possible
and as close to the real axis as possible for a desired dynamics characteristics.

4. Simulation Results

In this section, simulations of leaderless and leader–follower MAS are provided to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed FTC protocols.

The parameter matrices for the agents’ dynamics are as given as follows.

A =

−3 −1
−3

2 1 −2

, B =

0
1
2

, Fa = B, Fs =

0
1
2

, C =

1
2

1


The parameters are set as κ = 1, α = 1

λ2(L)
, β = 1

λmin(H)
, and the following matrices

are selected for the observer and FTC protocols.

P1 =


2.75× 105 −2360.9 7444.1 −3.6202 10439
−2360.9 1812.1 260.99 −0.026 1669.6
7444.1 260.99 669.54 −0.025 1348.8
−3.62 −0.026 −0.025 0.003 −0.06
10439 1669.6 1348.8 −0.0634 3532.3

, H =

−3.62 −0.013 −0.025
83.51 6.68 10.79
0.59 165.27 −18.45



Lp =


33.86 −1.29 1.92
−0.37 374.2 −40.44
3.02 807 −54.15
−117.56 52171 −6071.7

63.9 6612.8 1363

, P2 = P3 =

 0.44 −0.09 0.12
−0.09 0.35 −0.034
0.12 −0.034 0.33

.

(51)

4.1. Leaderless FTC

In the leaderless case, suppose that the MAS consists of four agents among which the
connections are as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Communication topology of the leaderless MAS.

The following actuator and sensor faults are injected into the leaderless MAS in the
simulation. The rest of the agents remains fault-free in the simulation.

fa1 =12 sin(0.5t + 0.5π), (t ≥ 10 s)

fs1 =10 sin(0.8t), (t ≥ 5 s)

fa3 =10 sin(0.5t + 0.5π), (t ≥ 5 s)

fs3 =12 sin(0.8t), (t ≥ 10 s).

The simulation results are presented in Figure 2. As shown in Figure 2a, the MAS
states converge to a stable range within t ≤ 3 s, and then experience disturbances at t ≥ 5 s
and t ≥ 10 s due to faults injection. However, the tracking error x̃1∼4 remains upper-
bounded by ‖x̃1∼4‖ ≤ 0.5, which is acceptable considering the magnitude of the faults.
From Figure 2a,b, the dashed and solid lines almost overlap with each other, indicating
that the observer accurately estimated the states and faults of the MAS quickly. Moreover,
as shown in Figure 2c, even if multiple faults occur in the MAS, the overall convergence
performance is satisfactory, and the consensus error is bouned by ‖e1∼4‖ ≤ 0.5, verify-
ing the effectiveness and demonstrating the performance of the proposed observer (3)
and distributed FTC protocol (19) for leaderless MAS against concurrent actuator and
sensor faults.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2. Simulation results of the leaderless case. (a) MAS states and their estimations. (b) Faults
and their estimations. (c) MAS consensus error.

4.2. Leader-Follower FTC

In the leader–follower case, suppose that the MAS consists of four followers and one
virtual leader, among which the connections are as shown in Figure 3.

The following actuator and sensor faults are injected into the leader–follower MAS.
The rest of the agents remains fault-free in the simulation.

fa1 =5 sin(t + 0.5π), t ≥ 10 s

fs1 =6 sin(0.8t), t ≥ 5 s

fa3 =6 sin(t + 0.5π), t ≥ 6 s

fs3 =5 sin(0.8t), t ≥ 10 s.
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Figure 3. Communication topology of the leader–follower MAS.

The simulation results are shown in Figure 4. It can be observed from the Figure 4a
that the state of the MAS converges to a stable for t ≤ 3 s. As the amplitudes of the injected
faults are relatively smaller than that under the leaderless scenario, there is no significant
change in the overall stability of the MAS states x1∼4 at the time of injecting faults into the
system, i.e., t ≥ 5 s and t ≥ 10 s. According to the results plotted in Figure 4c, even when
multiple faults occur in the MAS, the tracking error is contained within a small region
‖ξ1∼4‖ ≤ 0.5. This suggests that the FTC protocol (37) can effectively resist the interference
caused by actuator and sensor faults.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4. Simulation results of the leader–follower case. (a) MAS states and their estimations.
(b) Faults and their estimations. (c) MAS tracking error.

According to the simulation results, under both leaderless and leader–follower struc-
tures, the proposed FTC scheme can effectively maintain the stability of the MAS in the
presence of actuator and sensor faults. In both cases, the estimation errors of the MAS
states satisfy ‖x̃1∼4‖ ≤ 0.5 in the steady state, the estimation errors of the faults satisfy
‖ fa1∼4‖ ≤ 0.2 and ‖ fs1∼4‖ ≤ 0.2, the control errors satisfy ‖e1∼4‖ ≤ 0.5 and ‖ξ1∼4‖ ≤ 0.5.
Moreover, the time for the MAS to reach the steady state satisfies t ≤ 3 s. In conclusion,
the proposed observer-based FTC scheme shows satisfactory performance under the con-
current faults situations.

5. Conclusions

In summary, this paper proposes an effective approach to deal with the abnormal
operation or even fault of leaderless/leader–follower MASs caused by actuator and sensor
faults. Firstly, an extended state is constructed by integrating faults as components, and the
MAS dynamics are transformed into a descriptor system form. Then, a sliding mode-based
UIO is designed for the transformed system. Based on the estimation obtained from the
observer, adaptive FTC algorithms are developed for leaderless/leader–follower MAS
separately, in which the control gains are updated with the distributed tracking error.
Finally, numerical simulations show that the proposed method can guarantee the stability
of the MAS against actuator and sensor faults.
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This paper is a useful attempt in the research direction of distributed FTC against
sensor fault, which provides theoretical support for improving the MAS’s reliability and
has certain theoretical value and engineering application prospects. However, the method
proposed in this paper also has some limitations. For example, it is difficult to handle the
case where MAS has nonlinear dynamics, and ideal communication conditions such as
undirected graph and unlimited communication capability are assumed in the discussion.

Future research directions can be extended to switching topology with transmission
delays; machine learning-based nonlinearity cancellation; MAS with heterogeneous dy-
namics and adaptive technique for local observers, etc. In summary, concerning various
scenarios and applications, the theory and methods of FTC for MASs against actuator and
sensor faults have broad research prospects.
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